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Abstract
The symmetry function of a convex set offers us numerous useful information about the set
in relation to probabilistic theory and geometric properties. The symmetry function is a
measure of how symmetric the convex set is, and for a point, intuitively it measures how
symmetric the set is with respect to that point. We call a point of high symmetry value a
deep point. A random walk is a procedure that starts from a particular point in Jn and at
each iteration, moves to a "neighboring" point according to some probability distribution
that depends solely on the current point. The Hit-and-Run random walk on a convex set S
picks a random line f through the point, and at next iteration goes to a new point that is
chosen uniformly on the chord f n S.
In this thesis, we analyze and investigate the effectiveness of the Hit-and-Run random walk
to compute a deep point in a convex body, given a randomly generated convex set. The
effectiveness is evaluated in terms of the role of the starting point and the likelihood that the
random walk will enter the zone of high symmetry. Additionally, some known probabilistic
properties of the symmetry function are tested using the random walk, from which the
integrity of the code is also verified. The final portion of this thesis analyzes the behavioral
properties of convex sets that have non-Euclidean rounding, which renders the random walk
less efficient. Therefore the pre-conditioned Hit-and-Run random walk is performed, and
the performance is quantitatively presented in a power law equation that predicts the pre-
conditioning iterations required, given the dimension of the convex set, a starting point near
a corner and the width of that corner.
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Title: Theresa Seley Professor of Operations Research
Sloan School of Management
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The symmetry function [1] of a point x in a convex set S E R is denoted as sym(x, S) and
is defined as:
sym(x, S) := max{aa a> O, x + a(x - y) E S Vy E S}
Correspondingly, the symmetry function of the convex set sym(S) is defined as:
sym(S) := mazxessym(x, S)
A point x* that attains the maximum value is called a symmetry point of the convex set S,
and we call points x E S that have high symmetry function values in relation to the convex
set symmetry function value i.e. sym(x, S) • sym(S) as deep points. We can see that if the
convex set is fully symmetric, then sym(S) = 1, therefore sym(S) E (0, 1].
The symmetry function is a measure of how symmetric the convex set is, and for a point,
it intuitively measures how symmetric the set is with respect to the point x E S. It also
provides us with numerous useful information about properties of the set. The symmetry
value offers us intuitive understanding and quantitative measure of geometrical properties
of the convex set such as volume, distance and rounding. Some probability theories of the
convex set are also related to the symmetry function.
A geometric random walk process is one that starts at some point in R and at each it-
eration, moves to a "neighboring" point according to some probability distribution, which
is solely dependent on the current point. A geometric random walk simulates a Markov
chain, and the steady state distribution of the points converges uniquely. Using different
random walk algorithms such as Grid Walk, Ball Walk, and Hit-and-Run, different steady
state distributions result [2]. In this thesis, the Hit-and-Run random walk is used in hope
to generate a uniform steady state distribution. For a convex set S and a current point
x E S, the Hit-and-Run random walk starts off by choosing a random direction, from which
a line e is drawn passing through the current point x. We then perform two min-ratio tests
to delimit the chord in S. Finally a new point is chosen uniformly on the chord delimited
above. After we perform enough Hit-and-Run random steps, the converging distribution is
approximately uniform, in which we can gain some insights for computing deep points. A
detailed discussion of the Hit-and-Run random walk implemented in this thesis can be found
in section 2.3 on page 21.
We are particularly interested in deep points because they are good starting points for certain
interior point algorithms [3]. The zone of deep points is non-trivial to compute especially
when the dimension of the convex set is large or when the convex set is positioned in a
highly non-Euclidean sense. In this thesis, we analyze and investigate the effectiveness of
the Hit-and-Run random walk to compute a deep point. The analysis is performed on three
basics which includes (i) the role of the starting point,(ii) the likelihood for the random walk
to enter the zone of deep points and (iii) the relationship of the center of mass of uniform
distribution to the symmetry point of the convex set. These results are presented in section
3.2 on page 31.
It is also our great interest to evaluate some known probabilistic properties involving the
symmetry functions presented by Belloni and Freund [1] using the Hit-and-Run random
walk. In this way, the integrity of our random walk set-up is also verified. This is outlined
in section 3.1 on page 27.
Finally, the thesis also evaluates in detail how non-Euclidean rounding renders the random
walk less efficient. It is highly likely for projective transformation, which is of great interests
to some researchers [3] to result in non-Euclidean convex sets, while its origin is also probable
to be situated near a corner of the set. Thus, the Hit-and-Run random walk based on random
direction drawn from a Euclidean sphere will no longer work fine, and pre-conditioning is
needed. In section 4.1 on page 39, we discuss in depth how to perform the pre-conditioning,
and in section 4.3 on page 44, we present some quantitative heuristics that guides the number
of pre-conditioning steps required in order to achieve fast uniform distribution convergence
for the pre-conditioned random walk.
1.1 Thesis Outline
In Chapter 2, various theories involved in the Hit-and-Ran random walk analysis set-up are
discussed in detail with the corresponding optimization model presented. Chapter 3 focuses
on the verification of the integrity of the code by testing against some known probabilistic
properties of the symmetry function, as well as the result for the effectiveness of the random
walk. The pre-conditioning for non-Euclidean rounded convex sets and the quantitative
power law results are the focus of chapter 4, while in chapter 5 we conclude the thesis with
some discussions on future work.

Chapter 2
Theory and Optimization Model
2.1 Convex body and Boundness Test
2.1.1 Generation of the Convex Set
We wish to analyze the Hit-and-Run random walk on a convex set S:= {x E R j|Ax < b},
where A E RmX". The convex set is generated randomly by generating each entry of matrix
A and vector b independently, where every entry obeys a standard normal distribution. For
manipulation convenience, we ensure that the origin lies in the strict interior of the convex
set, and this is achieved by replacing each entry of b by its absolute value.
In the process of analysis, the dimension n increases. In order to to attain reasonable
computational speed, we introduced sparsity of density 0.1 into the coefficient matrix A.
The sparsity property is also in accordance with most real life applications, where non-zero
entries are often very limited.
2.1.2 Convex Body Assumption
In order to compute efficiently the symmetry point and symmetry function, we must make
an important assumption:
Convex Set S is a Convex Body, i.e. it is bounded with nonempty interior.
When S is a convex set but not a convex body, the notion of symmetry function is still
defined. However, certain properties of the symmetry function will no longer be valid.
Interested readers can refer to Belloni and Freund [1] for some general discussions.
2.1.3 Boundness Test
In order to fulfill the convex body assumption, the coefficient matrix A has to have full
column rank, i.e. rank(A) = n. This is generally true given the generating technique used
above. In addition to the full rank criterion, the boundness condition presents a larger
challenge. Boundness of the convex set means that the nonnegative combinations of all the
constraint vectors Ai (which is the row of coefficient matrix A) spans Rn. This is equivalent
to the inability of finding a direction d that makes an obtuse angle with all the constraint
vectors, i.e. djAid < 0 Vi. Therefore the following LP is designed to test boundness:
BT: 0* = maxzeo,d 0
s.t. Ad + e <0 (2.1)
eTAd = -1
In the above formulation, Ad is normalized. In the case of unboundedness, every component
of Ad will be non-positive, and the optimal value 0* will be nonnegative. Thus if a negative
0* is obtained, the convex set is a bounded convex body, or otherwise the coefficient matrix
A will be re-generated.
It is easy to notice that as the number of constraints m increases in a particular dimension
n", the chance of unboundedness diminishes. Using the above convex set generation scheme
Table 2.1: Unboundness on Coefficient Matrix Size with n = 20
Matrix Size Percent Unbounded
2n x n 36.33%
3n x n 2.31%
4n x n 0.01%
and the boundness test, coefficient matrix size of 2n x n, 3n x n and 4n x n are tested. Three
runs of 3000 samples for each matrix size and their percentage unboundedness is tabulated.
From Table 2.1, it is clear that with the coefficient matrix size of 4n x n (and predictably
larger size), the likelihood of unboundedness is very low. However choosing such a large
matrix size will severely affect the computation speed as the dimension n ramps up. On the
other hand coefficient matrix size of 3n x n offers reasonably good boundedness percentage
and yet renders the least amount of future computation. Therefore as a guideline, coefficient
matrix A will be generated using the size of 3n x n for all future experiments.
2.2 Computation of Symmetry Function and Symmetry
Point
In order to investigate the effectiveness of the Hit-and-Run random walk on the ability and
likelihood to enter the zone of deep points, the symmetry function of the convex set and of
any point must be readily available.
There are two methods established by Belloni and Freund [1] for computing the symmetry
function sym(S) of a bounded polyhedron S, where S is given as the intersection of m
inequalities: S := {xzAx < b}.The first method is based on a theorem of alternative and
results in the following linear program:
TOA: miny,n,,y
s.t. HA = -A (2.2)
Hb + Ay - b7 < 0
II>0
where sym(S)= and x* = , with (y*, y*) being the optimal solution.
In formulation 2.2, there are in total m 2 + m + mn constraints and m 2 + n + 1 variables. Be-
cause of the m2 +m inequalities, an interior point algorithm would require O(m') operations
per Newton step, and is undoubtedly undesirable.
The second method is based on proposition 1 of [1] and engenders the following linear
programs:
DFi: * := maxx - Aix (2.3)
s.t. Ax < b
m linear program are performed to obtain 6J, i = 1,..., m.
The symmetry value of any point x E S can then be easily calculated as:
Sbi - Aix 24)
sym(x, S) = mini=,...,m + Aix(2.4)
An additional linear program is needed to obtain the symmetry value of the convex polyhe-
dron and the symmetry point. Define 6* as (6;,... , 6*) and use the data from previous m
linear program:
Symmetry: maxx, (2.5)
s.t. Ax + 0(6* + b) < b
where sym(S) := - and x* is the symmetry point.
The above method employs m + 1 linear programs, each with n or n + 1 variables and m
constraints, in which SDPT3 solver is used to obtain the symmetry function value fairly
efficiently.
2.3 Hit-and-Run Procedure and Min-Ratio Test
2.3.1 Hit-and-Run Random Walk
The Hit-and-Run random walk on a convex set S starts from a feasible current point. A
random point is then picked uniformly on a sphere around the current point. Connecting
these two points to generate a line e and two min-ratio tests are done to delimit the feasible
portion of the line. Finally a new point will be picked uniformly along the feasible chord
and the iterations continue. The Hit-and-Run random walk simulates a Markov Chain and
it uniquely converges to uniform distribution given enough iterations performed.
In this thesis's set up, the Hit-and-Run random walk is implemented in the following way:
1. Start from a feasible, strictly interior point 2 such that At < b.
2. Generate n independent random number dl,...,dn, each from the standard normal
distribution.
3. Let d = (dl,..., d,) be normalized, i.e., d -- d/lldIj, and the direction vector d is now
uniformly distributed on a Euclidean sphere, i.e. d - N(O, I).
4. Perform two min-ratio tests to obtain the interval [1 L, U], where A(t + /Ud) <
b, u 2> 0 and A(. + PLd) b, L < 0 .
5. Choose a uniformly in the interval [3pL, fU ], i.e. a , U[/[L, ,3U].
6. Update the current point by t = t + ad.
7. Iteration repeats from step 1.
In the above implementation, the random direction is picked on a Euclidean sphere. However
in the actual case, the convex set may not be round enough in a Euclidean sense. Therefore
the speed for convergence to uniform distribution may be slowed. This will be further studied
in section 4.1 on page 39.
2.3.2 Min-Ratio Test
The min-ratio test is performed twice in each random walk iteration, and it is also used in
the determination of the feasible starting corner discussed in section 2.4.1 on page 23 and
finding the distance e of a particular point away from its nearest corner discussed in section
2.4.2 on page 24. Therefore its detailed implementation is illustrated below together with
some numerical issues addressed:
1. Setting P/ := oo and PL :=_--00.
2. Repeat from i = 1,..., m:
* Evaluate Num := bi - Ait and Den := Aid
* If INuml < 10- 14 then set Num = 0
* If IDeni < 10- 14 then set Den = 0
* If Den > 0 and N < pU, then update Pu Nu,
* If Den < 0 and N >  L, then update L Num
2.4 Starting Point Consideration
In analyzing the effectiveness of the Hit-and-Run random walk, one of the important aspects
is the role of the starting point. Using the above illustrated convex set generation technique,
the origin is easily the most intuitive starting point to consider. Other than the origin,
finding an initial feasible point is non-trivial and the following algorithm is used to obtain
such a point.
2.4.1 Finding a Feasible Corner
It is of great interest to consider a starting point that is jammed inside a corner or near
a corner, therefore finding an initial feasible corner of a polyhedron is highly useful. The
following implementation is designed to find a feasible corner:
1. Set the corner index set to null, i.e. indexset = [ ].
2. Start from the origin and generate a normalized random direction d.
3. Perform the min-ratio test to obtain the interval [PL, 'U] and its corresponding index
number (The row number of coefficient matrix A) that attains these limits, noted as
[indexL, indexu].
4. If indexu is updated,
then indexset := indexset U indexu and A := Aindexu
else indexset := indexset U indexL and A := AindexL.
5. While lindexsetl < n, repeat
* Generate a normalized random direction d.
* Obtain the projection vector dproj of d onto the null space of A using
dproj := [I - AT(AAT) A]d.
* Perform min-ratio test to obtain the interval ['L, fU] as well as [indexL, indexu].
The index i where Aid = 0 in the min-ratio test is also recorded in indexzeroset.
* If indexu $ 0, and indexu 0 indexset
then indexset := indexset U indexu and A := A U Aindexu
else if indexL $ 0, and indexL V indexset
then indexset := indexset U indexL and A := A U AindexL
else pick first element j in indexzeroset that j 0 indexset and
let indexset := indexset U j, A := A U Ay.
The above algorithm starts from the origin and first moves to the boundary of the convex set.
Once hitting the boundary, it moves along that boundary defined by all previous boundaries
until it hits another boundary. The process repeats until the cardinality of the indexset
defining the corner becomes n, and the final point will be a feasible corner.
2.4.2 Obtaining a Starting Point Near a Corner
After locating the initial feasible corner, we move away slightly from the corner towards the
direction of origin to obtain the initial starting point. The relative distance of the starting
point away from the corner is measured by a self-defined quantity E as follows:
1. Treating the starting point as the current point.
2. The direction vector d = currentpoint - cornerpoint.
3. Perform the min-ratio test to obtain the interval [pL, PU].
4. Then c := iO1+iU
From Figure 2-1, :=AB
2.5 Analysis Set Up
With the convex body generated randomly and the symmetry function calculation ready,
the Hit-and-Run random walk is started from various starting points, including origin and
points near/jammed into a corner. M random walk steps are performed and each point
recorded and their point symmetry value calculated. The points' distribution statistics such
as mean point and covariance matrix are also recorded as:
ti = aX, xi (2.6)
With these, the verification, analysis and investigations are demonstrated in chapter 3.
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Figure 2-1: Self defined relative distance from a corner: e
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Chapter 3
Random Walk Integrity and
Investigations
3.1 Integrity Testing
Using the convex set generation technique and the Hit-and-Run random walk implementation
described in chapter 2, we can obtain a series of M points, in which each point's symmetry
function value can be calculated using equation 2.4. It is known that given enough Hit-
and-Run random walk iterations, i.e. a large enough M, the distribution will converge to
the uniform distribution. Under uniform distribution, the symmetry function obeys some
probabilistic properties that are established by Belloni and Freund [1].
They state that if X is a random uniformly distributed vector on any given convex body
S E R, then:
For any M> 1, Pr sym(X,S) syM(S) 1 (3.1)
and
sym(S)E[sym(X, S)] > s2y(S) (3.2)
2n+ 1
U.1
0.6
> 0.5
._o
- 0.4
a 0.3
CLS0.2
0.1
n
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
M
Figure 3-1: Probability Property Verification in term of sym(S)/M
They further state that for symmetric sets, i.e. sym(S) = 1:
For any M > 1, Pr sym(X,S) I = (1 (3.3)
and
1 1
E[sym(X, S)] (3.4)
s 2(n + 1) (n + 1)(n + 2)
These properties are excellent tools for verification of the integrity of the random walk
procedure as well as the codes. Using the analysis set up presented in section 2.5, three
different randomly generated convex bodies are tested against property 3.1 and in each
case three runs are tested. The starting point chosen in these experiments are the origin
and 100, 000 steps of random walk are performed. The result shows that in all three cases,
the above property is satisfied strictly. In fig 3-1, Pr(sym(X, S) 2 -) is plotted against
different M values, and the theoretical lower bound (1- • )n is also plotted for one of the
three convex body. It can be seen that the actual probability curve is at all time well above
the lower bound curve.
Probability Frequency Curve Samplel
--- Probability Frequency Curve Sample2
--- Probability Frequency Curve Sample3
- Theoretical Curve
.... • ....... .... . ....... .......... ........ ........
/r--··i"
/.--
Table 3.1: Expected Point Symmetry Property Verification
Matrix Size Run ID I E[sym(X, S)] I aYm(s)
1 0.0147 0.0087
30 x 10 2 0.0162 0.0087
3 0.0158 0.0087
1 0.0097 0.0018
90 x 30 2 0.0103 0.0018
3 0.0092 0.0018
1 0.0045 0.00082
150 x 50 2 0.0048 0.00082
3 0.0047 0.00082
The results for property 3.2 for the same three random convex bodies are
3.1. It is easily shown that the property does remain valid for all cases.
tabulated in table
In order to verify the properties for the symmetric cases, three random symmetric convex
bodies in the form of
S = {xAx < b, -Ax < b}
are generated. Again, three random walk runs each of 100,000 steps starting from the
origin are performed for each of the three symmetric convex bodies. The results show that
properties 3.3 and 3.4 are excellently satisfied. It can be shown from fig 3-2, in which
Pr (sym(X, S) :> -) is again plotted against different M values, and the theoretical lower
bound (1 - MI ) also plotted for one of the three symmetric convex body. All the four
lines (three actual probability curves and one theoretical bound curve) are very close to each
other, indicating an excellent match to property 3.3.
In table 3.2, it is clearly demonstrated that property 3.4 holds for all cases.
U.4 I
Probability Frequency Curve Samplel
0.35 - Probability Frequency Curve Sample2 ........ ..... ..
Probability Frequency Curve Sample3
....---- Theoretical Curve
j 0.25
n -0-
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
M
Figure 3-2: Probability Property Verification for Symmetric Convex Body in term of
sym(S)/M
From the above verification, it is clear that both the random walk set up/codes and the
probabilistic properties established by Belloni and Freund are indeed correct.
Property Verification for Symmetric Convex Body
3.2 Hit-and-Run Random Walk Investigations
In the previous section, the integrity of the Hit-and-Run random walk set up is verified
and in this section, a series of investigations of the effectiveness of the Hit-and-Run random
walk are carried out. The analysis is primarily targeted at (i) the role of starting point (ii)
the likelihood for the Hit-and-Run random walk to enter the zone of deep points and (iii)
the relationship of the center of mass of uniform distribution to the symmetry point of the
convex set.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the Hit-and-Run random walk in the above three
aspects, the following experiments are designed to perform the task:
1. Five random convex sets are generated with dimension 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50.
2. For each convex set four starting points, namely: the origin and points with e =
0.1, 0.01 and 0.001 to a common corner are tested.
3. 3 runs are performed for each starting point with 20, 000 steps of Hit-and-Run random
walk.
4. The maximum point symmetry value are recorded, i.e. max(sym(xi, S))
Matrix Size Run ID E[sym(X, S)] 1+ n+1)(n+2
1 0.506 0.530
60 x 10 2 0.519 0.530
3 0.530 0.530
1 0.0170 0.0171
180 x 30 2 0.0171 0.0171
3 0.0168 0.0171
1 0.0101 0.0102
300 x 50 2 0.0102 0.0102
3 0.0101 0.0102
Table 3.2: Expected Point Symmetry
5. The maximum point symmetry value of the moving mean points are also recorded, i.e.
max(sym(pi, S)), where Fi = -= 1 xj
6. The relative symmetry value are calculated as relsym(xi, S) := mx(sym(x,)) andr az(sym(pss))
relsym(pi, S) := sym(s)
The results are tabulated in table 3.3 below:
Table 3.3: Hit-and-Run Random Walk Analysis
Dimension sym(S)
30 x 10 0.1880
60 x 20 0.1306
Start
Point
origin
S= 0.1
e = 0.01
6 = 0.001
origin
E = 0.1
E = 0.01
Run
ID
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
max rel max rel
sym(xi, S) sym(xi, S) sym(pi, S) sym(ti, S)
0.1296 68.9%
0.1324 70.4%
0.1314 69.9%
0.1312 69.8%
0.1292 68.7%
0.1249 66.4%
0.1132 60.2%
0.1293 68.8%
0.1024 54.5%
0.0945 50.3%
0.0453 24.1%
0.0924 49.1%
0.0934
0.0947
0.0841
0.0798
0.0912
0.0843
71.5%
72.5%
64.4%
61.1%
69.8%
64.5%
0.0132 10.1%
0.0145 11.1%
0.1511 80.4%
0.1546 82.2%
0.1447 77.0%
0.1501 79.8%
0.1552 82.6%
0.1434 76.3%
0.1394 74.1%
0.1402 74.6%
0.1332 70.1%
0.1123 59.7%
0.1027 54.6%
0.1094 58.2%
0.1102
0.1025
0.1091
84.4%
78.5%
83.5%
0.931 71.3%
0.0945 72.4%
0.1102 84.4%
0.0234 17.9%
0.0211 16.2%
32E 
= 0.01
I
Start Run max rel max rel
Dimension sym(S) Point ID sym(xi, S) sym(xi, S) sym(pi, S) sym(pi, S)
3 0.0101 7.7% 0.0145 11.1%
1 0.0094 7.2% 0.0099 7.6%
E = 0.001 2 0.0093 7.1% 0.0101 7.7%
3 0.0035 2.7% 0.0103 7.9%
1 0.0718 65.9% 0.0877 80.5%
origin 2 0.0794 72.8% 0.0865 79.4%
3 0.0737 67.6% 0.0881 80.8%
1 0.0423 38.8% 0.0469 43.0%
= 0.1 2 0.0527 48.3% 0.0513 47.1%
90 x 30 0.1090 3 0.0601 55.1% 0.0613 56.2%
1 0.0009 0.8% 0.0011 1.0%
E = 0.01 2 0.0008 0.7% 0.0011 1.0%
3 0.0009 0.8% 0.0015 1.4%
1 0.0006 0.6% 0.0008 0.7%
E = 0.001 2 0.0006 0.6% 0.0009 0.8%
3 0.0005 0.5% 0.0009 0.8%
1 0.0681 72.1% 0.0761 80.5%
origin 2 0.0671 71.0% 0.0734 77.7%
3 0.0622 65.8% 0.0741 78.4%
1 0.0283 29.9% 0.0311 32.9%
= 0.1 2 0.0391 41.4% 0.0399 42.2%
120 x 40 0.0945 3 0.0293 31.0% 0.0301 31.9%
1 0.0007 0.7% 0.0007 0.7%
E = 0.01 2 0.0004 0.4% 0.0006 0.6%
3 0.0006 0.6% 0.0006 0.6%
1 0.0002 0.2% 0.0003 0.3%
= 0.001 2 0.0004 0.4% 0.0004 0.4%
Start Run max rel max rel
Dimension sym(S) Point ID sym(xi, S) sym(xi, S) sym(pi, S) sym(pi, S)
3 0.0001 0.1% 0.0001 0.1%
1 0.0571 71.5% 0.0652 81.6%
origin 2 0.0521 65.2% 0.0635 79.5%
3 0.0558 69.8% 0.0574 71.8%
1 0.0002 0.3% 0.0004 0.5%
E = 0.1 2 0.0003 0.4% 0.0004 0.5%
150 x 50 0.0799 3 0.0003 0.4% 0.0003 0.4%
1 0.0001 0.1% 0.0002 0.3%
E = 0.01 2 < 0.0001 < 0.1% 0.0001 0.1%
3 0.0001 0.1% 0.0001 0.1%
1 < 0.0001 < 0.1% < 0.0001 < 0.1%
E = 0.001 2 < 0.0001 < 0.1% < 0.0001 < 0.1%
3 < 0.0001 < 0.1% < 0.0001 < 0.1%
From the above results we can draw the following conclusion:
1. The role of the starting point:
* If the starting point is not jammed in a corner, the uniform distribution can be
achieved rather quickly. (illustrated by the origin case)
* If the starting point is closer to a corner, the random walk needs to take more
steps to move towards the region of relatively high symmetry. (illustrated by
E = 0.1 case)
* If the starting point is jammed into a corner, the Hit-and-Run random walk will
stay in the vicinity of the corner for a long time, and needs a tremendous amount
of time to move out. (illustrated by e = 0.01 and 0.001 cases)
* As dimension goes up, the likelihood of moving out of a corner for the Hit-and-run
random walk decreases.
2. The likelihood of the Hit-and-run random walk to enter the zone of deep points:
* It is very unlikely for the Hit-and-run random walk to enter the zone of high
relative symmetry, i.e. deep points that have point symmetry value of at least
90% of sym(S).
* It shows that the zone of high symmetry points for randomly generated convex
bodies is extremely small.
3. Center of mass and the symmetry point of the convex set:
* It is shown that in general the center of mass of the convex set is not the symmetry
point of the set.
* The relationship of center of mass to the symmetry point could be further explored
in future work.

Chapter 4
Pre-Conditioning and Non-Euclidean
Rounding
It is obvious from the Hit-and-Run random walk analysis in chapter 3 that when starting
from a jammed corner: (i) the random walk procedure is less effective,(ii) the likelihood for
random walk to move out of a poor corner is low, (iii) a lot of iterations are needed for the
random walk to depart from the corner, and (vi) the situation gets worse when the convex
body dimension is large.
Before we discuss the fundamental reason for the poor performance, it is beneficial to intro-
duce first the idea of rounding, i.e. approximation of convex set S by another convex set P.
If there exists a point x E S such that OP C S - x C P, we say P is a Q-approximation
of S. In the special case where P is an ellipsoid centered at the origin, then we say 3P
provides a 1-rounding of S. The classic L6wner-John theorem [4] states that using ellipsoid,
a 1-approximation of any general convex body is guaranteed. The theorem states:
The minimum-volume ellipsoid E centered at the L6wner-John center xL which
contains convex set S, provides a Vn-rounding of S when S is symmetric and an
n-rounding of S when S is non-symmetric.
Furthermore, Lov6sz and Vempala [5] prove:
Figure 4-1: Demonstration for Wrong Sphere Rounding
Let X be a random variable uniformly distributed on a convex body S C Rd.
Then
Br , (d + 2)/d) C SC B z, ld(d + 2)),
where u denotes center of mass and E denotes covariance matrix. Br(x, r) repre-
sents the ball centered at x with radius r in the norm I I.I  and IIv Ij := v/vTE-lv.
The lemma reiterates the existence of the n-rounding by an appropriate ellipsoid, which
facilitates the explanation of the poor performance of the Hit-and-run random walk starting
jammed in a corner. The existence of the poor corner means that the Euclidean sphere is no
longer the right shape for best rounding (see Fig 4-1), rather an ellipsoid with the right shape
covariance matrix V f I should be the suitable one to consider. Thus ideally, if sampling
of the random direction for the Hit-and-Run random walk can be drawn from the correct
shape covariance matrix V of the ellipsoid, the Hit-and-run random walk will be as effective
from a corner starting point as from a spacious central point (see Fig 4-2).
However, for a randomly generated convex body, the true ellipsoid shape covariance matrix
is unknown. Some estimation must be done to get an approximate for it and this is the
pre-conditioning steps performed. After the estimated covariance matrix is obtained, it is
applied to the Hit-and-run random walk and this is called pre-conditioning.
Figure 4-2: Demonstration for Correct Ellipsoid Rounding
4.1 Pre-conditioning and Conditioning
In order to estimate the true ellipsoid covariance matrix V of any randomly generated convex
body, a limited number of the ordinary Hit-and-Run random walk steps starting from a
corner are performed. From these points, the sample mean p and sample covariance matrix V
are calculated. The sample covariance matrix is used as an approximation for the true ellipse
covariance matrix. The number of pre-conditioning random walk iterations will depend on
the dimension of the convex body, the degree of poorness of the corner, and how jammed in
the point is inside the corner. A quantitative heuristic is presented in section 4.3 on page
44.
With the sample ellipse covariance matrix V estimated, the following is observed:
Originally without condition:
d - N(O, I)
Pre-Conditioning target:
d N(O, V)
The positive definite matrix V can be written as:
V= MTM
It is easy to see
d - N(O, I) = N(O, M-TVM - 1)
Therefore
d= M-ld
and
d= Md
As a result, the Hit-and-Run random walk is conditioned as follow:
1. Generate d - N(O, I) as described before.
2. Obtain the conditioned direction d = Md.
3. Continue the min-ratio test and update the point.
With this conditioned Hit-and-Run random walk, getting out from the jammed corner be-
comes much faster and convergence to the uniform distribution is also faster.
4.2 Pre-conditioning Analysis Set up
4.2.1 Parameters Required
In order to investigate the number of pre-conditioning random walk iterations needed to
produce a satisfactory sampled ellipse covariance matrix, some parameters are required.
Given:
The dimension of the convex body n.
Easily obtained:
An initial starting point near a corner whose distance from the corner is E obtained
using the method described in section 2.4.1 on page 23 and section 2.4.2 on
page 24.
Obtained with some calculation:
Symmetry value of the convex set sym(S) using formulation 2.3 on page 20.
A new parameter w called width is used to measure the size of the corner/cone and it is
defined as follows:
r
w := maxx,r lix - cl
where c denotes the corner and B(x, r) C S is a ball inside S centered at x with radius r.
The relative width W is then defined as
W := w x
which measures the size of the corner "independent" of dimension. (Corner of nonnegative
orthant has relative width 1.) This relative width W provides a rough scalar measure of the
degree of non-Euclidean rounding.
Mathematically it is obtained starting from
Ax < b
Find a basis B such that
B b
A= b=
where
c = x = B-Lb is a feasible corner and MTe < g.
Let
fi = IIBill
and define
r := -B-lf
in which r satisfies:
1. Br = -f < 0
2. dist(r, {x Bix = 0}) = 1
Therefore the width of the corner/cone {xlBz x 0} is
1
Ilrll
and the relative width is:
Iril
Interestingly, the width of the corner can be adjusted to the desired value through a linear
transformation which keeps the symmetry value constant. The linear transformation applied
is:
P = I + OeeT
and
x = Py
in which the new convex body becomes
BPy < b
MPy <
Proposition: When 0 increases, the relative width W decreases.
Proof. Let
f = I|(BP)i = |J|iPI = |1|f + (O(Bi)Te)ell
3 AD( ee3T
__= -(BP)- = -P-lg-1 = - I - _ -1f p i r- - 1 + nO' f
Thus the new relative width becomes:
-
(j = OeJ- =11 1A 0- (T
When 0 > 0 increases, If 1J also increases.
But
(I- -eeT eeT
1 + n)O n
gets independent of 0.
Therefore ||[| increases as 0 increases and the relative width W decreases. O
4.2.2 Performance Metric For Satisfactory Conditioning
Before the pre-conditioning investigation can be carried out, the performance metric for
satisfactory conditioning must first be determined. Our primary objective for the Hit-and-
Run random walk is to achieve uniform distribution speedily. The consequences of uniformity
as suggested by Belloni and Freund are the following:
Suppose X is a uniformly distributed vector on S E R for n > 2, then
Pr sym(X, S) > sy S > 1 ( 2 1
n n+1 9
This is an excellent indicator for uniformity for the purpose of investigation. Thus in all
the experiments, a successful run is defined as one that achieves uniformity within 1000
steps of post-conditioned Hit-and-Run random walk, where the uniformity is indicated by
satisfying the above inequality relationship, i.e., the percentage of points within a factor of
n of sym(S) is at least 11.1%.
4.2.3 Experimental Design
The experiments are designed as follows:
1. Five random convex sets generated with dimension n = 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50.
2. For each convex set, five starting points with E = 0.1, 0.05, 0.01,0.005 and 0.001 are
tested.
3. For each starting point, four relative width with W = 0.2, 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01 are exper-
imented.
4. With the appropriate increment of the number of pre-conditioning Hit-and-Run ran-
dom walk iterations in each case, the smallest number of iteration that achieves suc-
cessful run in at least 7 runs out of 10 runs are recorded.
4.3 Power Law Heuristic for Pre-conditioning
The experiments are carried out and the results are tabulated in table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Pre-conditioning Investigation
Dimension sym(S) W E Iterations needed to meet performance metric
0.2 0.1 70
0.2 0.05 80
0.2 0.01 100
0.2 0.005 120
0.2 0.001 130
0.1 0.1 130
0.1 0.05 170
Dimension sym(S)
30 x 10 0.2064
60 x 20 0.1291
0.1 0.01
0.1 0.005
0.1 0.001
0.05 0.1
0.05 0.05
0.05 0.01
0.05 0.005
0.05 0.001
0.01 0.1
0.01 0.05
0.01 0.01
0.01 0.005
0.01 0.001
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.05
0.01
0.005
0.001
0.1 0.1
0.1 0.05
0.1 0.01
0.1 0.005
0.1 0.001
0.05 0.1
0.05 0.05
0.05 0.01
0.05 0.005
0.05 0.001
0.01 0.1
220
250
260
220
250
400
500
550
700
1100
1700
2000
2200
80
90
130
140
170
140
150
280
300
350
230
250
420
540
580
750
WI E Iterations needed to meet performance metric
W ' Iterations needed to meet performance metric
90 x 30 0.1071
0.01 0.05 1200
0.01 0.01 1900
0.01 0.005 2350
0.01 0.001 2900
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.05
0.01
0.005
0.001
0.1 0.1
0.1 0.05
0.1 0.01
0.1 0.005
0.1 0.001
0.05 0.1
0.05 0.05
0.05 0.01
0.05 0.005
0.05 0.001
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.1
0.05
0.01
0.005
0.001
0.2 0.1
0.2 0.05
0.2 0.01
0.2 0.005
0.2 0.001
250
300
390
430
550
440
520
800
880
1020
760
900
1400
1600
2000
2700
3400
5000
5900
8500
700
820
1100
1300
1800
Dimension sym( S)Dimension sym(S)
Dimension sym(S) W E Iterations needed to meet performance metric
0.1 0.1 1250
0.1 0.05 1500
0.1 0.01 2100
0.1 0.005 2500
120 x 40 0.0978 0.1 0.001 3350
0.05 0.1 2050
0.05 0.05 2400
0.05 0.01 3350
0.05 0.005 4000
0.05 0.001 5600
0.01 0.1 7200
0.01 0.05 8900
0.01 0.01 12000
0.01 0.005 14000
0.01 0.001 19000
0.2 0.1 1500
0.2 0.05 1700
0.2 0.01 2500
0.2 0.005 2800
0.2 0.001 3500
0.1 0.1 2900
0.1 0.05 3500
0.1 0.01 4500
0.1 0.005 5000
150 x 5() 0.0825 0.1 0.001 5500
0.05 0.1 4500
0.05 0.05 5000
0.05 0.01 7200
0.05 0.005 8200
Dimension sym(S) W c Iterations needed to meet performance metric
0.05 0.001 8800
0.01 0.1 15000
0.01 0.05 21000
0.01 0.01 28000
0.01 0.005 32000
0.01 0.001 39000
It is of great interest to develop a quantitative heuristic that will predict the number of pre-
conditioning iterations needed given the dimension of the convex body, the relative width
of the corner and the distance of the starting point from the corner. With all the results
obtained, a multiple linear regression is performed and the following power law relationships
are obtained.
The dimension of the convex body.
The relative width of the corner.
The distance of the starting point to the corner
Supplement:
sym
Target:
Iter
The symmetry value of the convex body sym(S).
The pre-conditioning steps required.
Law 1 with R2 = 0.973:
Iter = 3.874e0.08nsW-0.837 -0.200
Given:
n
E
Law 2 with R 2 = 0.991:
Iter = 91.713e0.126n W -0.83 7 - 0 .
20 0 (sym)2 "11
Law 3 with R 2 = 0.906:
Iter = 0.0914n1.896 W-0.837 -0.200
Law 4 with R 2 = 0.962:
Iter = 2.762n7.295W 0 837-0.37 0.200 (sym)9. 836
All the above laws exhibit excellent regression fit to the data, the T stats shown in Table
4.2 are all significantly large to indicate a strong fit. All laws see identical power coefficient
for relative width W and distance from a corner e, while the first and third ones do not
include the variable sym(S). In Law 1 and 2, exponential constants for dimension are
obtained, with Law 2's exponential coefficient slightly larger. We know from [6] that the
increase in number of iterations for Hit-and-Run random walk should be at most polynomial
in the dimension. The reason of higher R-square value for the two laws involving exponential
coefficient to dimension is probably due to a better regional fit that does not represent the
entire trend correctly. Therefore Law 3 and Law 4, where dimension is in polynomial
degree are considered better. Furthermore, we know that the variables W, e and n are
independent of each other, however sym(S) is dependent on n. As n increases, sym(S)
decreases. Therefore although Law 4 provides a slightly better fit in terms of R-square
value as compare to Law 3, care must be taken when applying outside the dimension range
tested. Furthermore, in real life applications, the calculation of sym(S) is not always possible
or practicable, thus Law 3 is definitely the better and handy one to use in real applications.
From these laws, one can easily observe that as dimension n goes up, the pre-conditioning
Table 4.2: T stats for multiple linear regression
Law ID Dimension n Relative Width W Distance E sym(S)
1 44.4 -36.0 -12.7 N.A.
2 36.3 -61.1 -21.6 13.5
3 22.5 -19.4 -6.9 N.A.
4 15.9 -30.4 -10.7 11.9
iteration numbers increase very fast. The effect of relative width and thus the degree of non-
Euclidean rounding has an intuitively stronger influence on the iteration number needed as
compare to the distance of the point from the corner. In overall, a large number of iterations
are expected in high dimension, non-Euclidean cases and powerful computers are needed to
fulfill the task.
4.4 Use of Power Law Heuristic in Real Life Applica-
tion
In real life applications, we are usually given a convex body S := {x E R~nAx < b}, where
A E mxXn, and a feasible initial point x0 such that Axo < b. In order to use the above power
law heuristic, with the dimension n already given, one has to obtain the relative width W
and distance e. They can be obtained by the following method:
1. : Identify a basis AB such that IIABX0 - bB11 is small.
2. : Obtain the corner XC by solving ABXC = bB.
3. : The relative width W can then be calculated using the method described in section
4.2.1 on page 40.
4. : The distance c can then be calculated using methods described in section 2.4.2 on
page 24.
Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1 Summary
In this thesis, a series of experiments are used to analyze and investigate the effectiveness of
the Hit-and-Run random walk to compute deep points in a given polyhedron. A deep point
is one that has high symmetry function value, where symmetry measures how symmetric the
set is with respect to that point. The Hit-and-run random walk iteratively moves from point
to point. In each iteration a random direction is first selected and a line is drawn along that
direction and passes through the current point. A new random point is then picked on the
chord located within the convex set. All the convex sets in these analysis are assumed to
be bounded with non-empty interior and this is achieved by performing the boundness test
designed.
The original Hit-and-run random walk draws the random direction from the Euclidean sphere
and results have shown that when starting from the relatively spacious origin, the uncondi-
tioned Hit-and-run random walk performs satisfactorily. Though the likelihood of entering
the zone of high symmetry is very low, and the center of mass of the uniform distribution
are in general different from the symmetry point, the random walk is proven to be effective
in obtaining uniform distributions on the convex body. The above claims are supported
strongly by the fact that all the probabilistic properties involving the symmetry function
established by Belloni and Freund are experimentally verified by the Hit-and-Run random
walk routine.
However, it is of great concern that when starting from a poor corner of a convex set with
non-Euclidean rounding, the Hit-and-Run random walk requires a lot of steps and the situ-
ation gets worse when the dimension of the convex body increases. In order to improve the
performance of the random walk in such cases, pre-conditioning is applied to the procedure.
Instead of drawing the random direction from the Euclidean sphere, the estimated ellipsoid
covariance matrix is used for picking the random direction. The approximation of the co-
variance matrix is done through pre-conditioning steps of the original Hit-and-Run random
walk, where the sampled covariance matrix of those pre-conditioning points are taken to be
the estimation. When the pre-conditioned Hit-and-Run random walk is performed, a marked
improvement is observed in the speed of convergence to uniformity.
In order to quantify the number of pre-conditioning steps needed, experiments are performed
and some heuristics are obtained in the form of power laws. The most practical one is
Iter = 0.0914n1.896W- 0.837C-0.200, where Iter represents the number of pre-conditioning steps
needed, n means the dimension of the convex set, W measures the size of the corner and c
indicates the relative distance of the point from the corner. Using this empirical relationship,
one can roughly gauge the number of pre-conditioning steps needed so that uniformity can
be achieved within 1000 iterations of conditioned Hit-and-Run random walk.
5.2 Future Work
There are some interesting points relating to the topic worthy of future in-depth research.
Some of them are listed below:
1. When performing the Hit-and-Ran random walk, a point is picked from the entire
chord length feasible to the convex body. If instead of taking the whole chord length
at every iteration, a gradual reduction in the length is applied, how will the convergence
to uniformity affected?
2. In performing the Hit-and-Ran random walk, a large amount of computation is needed
especially in larger dimension. This provides opportunity for parallel computing, in
which the solving speed could hopefully be enhanced.
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